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Pharmacology for Technicians Fourth Edition has been thoroughly updated with current

pharmaceutical and medical content. This new edition also includes expanded coverage of major

drugs as well as medication guides vaccinations protocols medication safety probiotics and

alternative supplements.Clear explanations of drug effects and uses with heightened focus on what

the technician needs to know; Study Partner multimedia CD included with every textbook; Pocket

Drug Guide of generic-brand equivalents packaged FREE with each textbook; Canadian brand

charts also included.
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We used this in our class years ago. I loaned it to my manager when he wanted to take his exam. I

bought the newer edition but ended up buying this one again because it's better. The newer edition

has newer meds but leaves out some of the basics.Both are easy to understand. The CD wasnt

helpful to me. The questions were about the organizations and had no math so dont concern

yourself about the disc. You can find math questions and answers on YouTube and law info on the

CPhT and DEA website (for new laws since this book's publication).Out of every pharmacology

book I've read, every app or video, this book helped me learn the most. No matter what condition it's

in, I would buy it.

Better than I expected. The book definitely has signs of wear but considering it is used for a course

that is pretty popular, I guess it's expected. I've priced check with all popular textbook rentals and



college bookstore and  is definitely the way to go. Price and return policy is more reasonable.

Honestly; This is the most important book of the 3 that is required for Pharmacist Technician. This

has all the knowledge that you'll need for the course. I honestly bought this "Used". Boy, Was I

surprised when it was practically in mint condition. It was practically new & It came with the CD

(Which, You should obviously check if it does before buying this product; Makes learning so much

easier)Depending on the buyer you choose; I got mine earlier than expected. I recommend this

product if you're on your way to having a career around being a Pharmacist.

Brand new book for a great price took longer to arrive but still on time and the package was perfect

really well wrapped not like other books i received from other  sellers and the book comes with

everything said. So just as discribed.. im very happy with the price and the quality of the book!

Thanks!!

Book came within 3 days of ordering just as I needed for the first week of class already. Book was

used and there is writing inside the textbook which was expected but overall it helped me out

tremendously for my class. Overall I am satisfied with the book and how it came so quickly.

This book has brand and generic medications for various indications. It is detailed and accurate. It

even comes with a listing of the Top 200 drugs!

I order my books Wednesday afternoon and they arrive Tuesday. The packaging wasn't damage

and arrive safely in time for my test.

Very Satisfied with the purchase of this book. Needed it for my classes and it was the cheapest

price I found for a NEW book.
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